Introduction
What is polarized light? Why should one consider using polarized light to image tissues? In this introduction, the motivation for using polarized light in imaging is outlined and the nature of polarized light is described.
Polarized light scattering as a contrast mechanism
Optical scattering of polarized light offers a mechanism of image contrast. Previous experience with scattered light has considered the multiply scattered light from a bulk thickness of tissue, i.e., the light reflected from an in vivo tissue site. The randomization of photon trajectories, coherence, and polarization properties due to multiple scattering has yielded the impression that light scattering is a relatively uninteresting contrast mechanism. But photons that have scattered only once or twice retain significant information about the tissue structures that scatter light. A significant information remains in the trajectories of scattered photons and in their wavelength-dependent polarization and coherence properties. Such singly or doubly scattered photons offer a contrast mechanism that has not been fully utilized or investigated. Imaging modalities that depend on photons that are only singly or doubly scattered include polarized light imaging, optical coherence tomography, and reflectance-mode confocal microscopy.
The reason that sunsets appear red and the overhead sky appears blue is understood to depend on the angular and wavelength dependence of photon scattering by very small particles in the atmostphere. Scattering as a contrast mechanism can provide a signature or fingerprint that characterizes the ultrastructure of a tissue or cell. The size, density and shape of the nucleus will influence the wavelength-dependent and angle-dependent scatter of photons, allowing a means to detect early dysplasia or to map local spread of cancer. The onset of apoptosis (programmed cell death) is marked by mitochondrial changes which can be detected as changes in photon scattering. The size distribution of collagen fiber bundles affects photon scattering. These structures are in the 1 to 10 mm diameter range, which is usually larger than near-ultraviolet, visible and near-infrared wavelengths (0.3-1.3 mm). Photon scattering by such large structures is often called Mie scattering and scattering from a size distribution of large structures behaves roughly as l ÿb for b < 0.5-1.5 and where l is the wavelength of light. Membranes of the endoplasmic reticulum and other organelles (,100 nm), and the ,70 nm molecular periodicity of collagen fibrils are small compared with typical wavelengths and contribute to the so-called Rayleigh-limit scattering that spectrally behaves as l ÿ4 . These wavelength dependencies of scattering for different size particles have correlated angular dependencies of scattering. Photon scattering offers a signature or fingerprint that characterizes the ultrastructure within each pixel of an image. A great advantage of scattering as a contrast mechanism is that contrast is obtained without introducing exogenous reagents into the body.
Polarized light imaging adds to the information contained in singly and doubly scattered photons by tracking the polarization state of the photons. This chapter discusses this contrast mechanism.
Polarized light scattering as a gating mechanism
Optical scattering of polarized light offers a mechanism of gating or selecting the photons accepted for creation of an image. When polarized light illuminates a tissue, the photons scattered back out of the tissue by one or two single scattering events retain their polarization state to some degree. However, photons which undergo multiple scatterings before escape are randomized with respect to their polarization state, and the ensemble of escaping multiply scattered photons behaves as unpolarized light. Imaging with polarized light offers an opportunity to select for just the photons that have scattered only once or twice from the superficial tissue layers and to reject the photons that have penetrated deeply and scattered multiple times. This gating mechanism is discussed in this chapter.
Historical note
The use of polarized light in imaging has long been recognized. Anderson [1] described the practice in dermatology of viewing skin illuminated with linearly polarized light using polarized glasses. The illumination light is oriented in one direction and the doctor observes the skin through polarized glasses with linear polarization filters that can be aligned either parallel or perpendicular to the orientation of the illumination light. When observing with ''parallel'' glasses, the doctor sees the glare off the skin surface and surface details are enhanced. When observing with ''perpendicular'' glasses, the surface glare is blocked and the doctor sees a portion of the multiply scattered light backscattered from the deeper skin tissue layers. Jacques et al. [2, 3] have modified this scheme to enhance what might be called the ''subsurface glare'' while rejecting the surface glare, and this technique is described here as POL imaging. Backman et al. [4] have used the wavelength dependence of scattered polarized light to measure the nuclear size distribution of mucosal tissue and cells in an effort to map the onset of neoplasia.
The broader approach towards polarized light imaging uses both linearly and circularly polarized light to fully characterize how a tissue modifies the polarization of incident light when the tissue scatters light. While polarized light has been used in various other fields of optics, and has been commonly used in microscopy of thin tissue sections, the behavior of polarized light when backscattered from a bulk thickness in vivo tissue is still not fully described. This method is being investigated by several laboratories around the world and is still a relatively young field.
The interested reader is referred to a recent special issue of the Journal of Biomedical Optics on ''Tissue Polarimetry'' [5] which collects a set of articles on imaging and measurements with polarized light. These articles provide in depth bibliographies on the field and are a good starting point for further study.
Basic principles and theoretical background

What is polarized light?
Light consists of photons that are a localized electromagnetic wave that is observed to propagate like a particle in a straight-line trajectory when measured experimentally. The electric field E of an electromagnetic wave can be described as the vector sum of two electrical field components, called E k and E ' , that are perpendicular to each other. The relative magnitude and phase of these E k and E ' electric fields specify the polarization status of the photon, as described in Figure 1 in which E k is aligned with the x axis and E ' is aligned with the y axis. The x,y and z axes of Figure 1 are consistent with the right-hand rule specifying that propagation is along the positive z axis. How the total electric field E is divided into E k and E ' depends on the frame of reference chosen to define x and y. In other words, the description of the polarization state as E k and E ' depends on the frame of reference, but the total E is the real field and is uniquely defined regardless of the frame of reference.
While the magnitude and phase of E k and E ' can take on any values yielding a continuum of possible states, there are six types of polarized light that are commonly used to experimentally characterize the polarization state of light ( Figure 2) . Let E k be aligned parallel to the x-axis in the horizontal surface (x-z plane) of our experimental table, and E ' be aligned perpendicular to the surface of our experimental table. Then the six types of polarized light are:
1. H: The vertical wave (E ' ) component has zero magnitude, and the total wave is a horizontal linearly polarized photon (called H) ðf ¼ 0 -Þ: 2. V: The horizontal wave component (E k ) has zero magnitude, and the total wave is a vertical linearly polarized photon (called V) ðf ¼ 90 -Þ:
The two components E k and E ' are aligned in phase and equal in magnitude, and the sum of the two waves is a þ45 -linearly polarized photon
The two waves are 180 -out of phase but equal in magnitude, and the sum of the two waves is a photon that is a ÿ45 -linearly polarized photon (called P) ðf ¼ ÿ45 -Þ: 5. R: The two wave components are equal in magnitude but E ' leads E k by 90 -in phase, and the sum of the two waves is a right circularly polarized photon (called R) (f rotates counterclockwise as the photon approaches the observer). 6. L: The two wave components are equal in magnitude but E ' lags E k by 90 -in phase, and the sum of the two waves is a left circularly polarized photon (called L) (f rotates clockwise as the photon approaches the observer).
Later in this chapter, experimental measurements of the intensity associated with these types of polarized light will be used to characterize the light delivered to and scattered from tissues.
A simple example of polarized light is the common experience of polarized sunglasses that use a linear polarization filter to reduce glare ( Figure 3 ). When sunlight reflects off a smooth surface such as body of water or a road, photons that are linearly polarized parallel to the surface will strongly reflect while photons linearly polarized perpendicular to the surface will less strongly reflect. If one views the glare off a horizontal smooth road surface through polarized sunglasses that incorporate a vertically oriented linear polarization filter, the sunglasses will block the dominant glare due to photons vibrating parallel to the road surface. . E k and E ' components of the total electric field E are shown aligned with the x and y axes, respectively. The angle f indicates the orientation of the E field at a moment in time, viewed as the wave approaches the observer. The wave is propagating along the z-axis towards the lower left, towards the observer.
Scattering plane
When light is scattered by a particle, the frame of reference for subdividing E into E k and E ' is specified by the geometrical relation between the light source, the scattering particle, and the observer of scattered light. This light-source/scatteringparticle/observer triangle is called the scattering plane. We follow the convention -c) show the E k and E ' components of the electric field as the wave propagates. The projection of E k and E ' on the x and y axes of Figure 1 are inserted in the lower right of each part (a-c) to illustrate how the total E field behaves as the wave approaches the observer, as viewed by the observer.
of van de Hulst [6] and Bohren and Huffman [7] who define E k as parallel to the scattering plane and E ' as perpendicular to the scattering plane. For example, in light scattering experiments we commonly define the scattering plane as being parallel to the surface of our experimental table (Figure 4(A) ). The E k is aligned with the x-axis parallel to the table surface and E ' is aligned with the y-axis perpendicular to the table surface. In this chapter, we use the term ''horizontal'' to refer to a plane horizontal to our experimental table, but more generally refer to a plane parallel to the scattering plane however it may be oriented.
Our second example is the polarized sunglasses to reduce road surface glare (Figure 4(B) ). The scattering plane is defined as the sun/road/glasses triangle and E k is parallel to this plane. The orientation of this scattering plane is perpendicular to the road surface, which is certainly not horizontal in the common sense. This example illustrates that the source/scatterer/observer triangle defines the orientation of E k and E ' , not the observer's idea of ''horizontal''.
Mueller matrix
Experimentally it is easier to measure scattered intensities such as H, V, and P + . P ÿ , R and L, than to directly measure the phase and magnitude of scattered electric fields. The Stoke's vector is a description of the polarization state of light based on these measurable intensities. The Mueller matrix is a description of how propagation through a medium changes the Stoke's vector. The polarization state of light can be characterized by the balances between the measurable intensities of these 6 types of light, H vs. V, P + vs. P ÿ , and R vs. L, as well as the total intensity I of the light. The convention for describing the polarization state is a Stoke's vector: Figure 3 . The strongest glare off a road surface is due to photons whose electric field is vibrating parallel to the road surface. Polarized sunglasses incorporate vertically oriented linear polarization filters that accept only photons whose electric field is vibrating perpendicular to the road surface and block photons vibrating parallel to the road surface. Hence, polarized sunglasses reduce glare off the road surface.
If incident light is conditioned by suitable optics to yield an H, V, P + , or R state of polarization, and the scattered light is conditioned by suitable optics to select the H, V, P + , or R state of polarization before reaching a detector, then a 4 £ 4 matrix of intensity transport, here called a Data matrix, is specified which relates the incident and scattered states of polarization ( Figure 5 ). For example, an incident H polarization and detected V polarization is denoted HV. The electric field E is divided into the two components E k and E ' , such that E k is parallel to the scattering plane. The deflection angle is y. (B) Polarized sunglasses blocks photons whose E field is vibrating parallel to the road surface, i.e., perpendicular to the scattering plane defined by the sun/road/glasses triangle. Wearing polarized sunglasses, your eye is a V detector (see Fig. 5 ).
The Data matrix is converted into a second 4 £ 
The conversion of the Data matrix into the Mueller matrix was specified by Yao and Wang [8] and is summarized in Equation (3). Figure 5 . Data matrix for experimental measurements of polarized light using four incident states and four detected states. In this notation, HV is the intensity of detected V light in response to incident H light.
In summary, practical optical measurements of polarized light transmission or reflectance as intensities H, V, P and R in response to incident H, V, P and R light yields a Data matrix that characterizes the input/out transfer function. The Data matrix is converted into a Mueller matrix that characterizes the in/out transfer function of the tissue.
Experimental apparatus
Mueller matrix experiment
A Mueller matrix experiment involves a polarization assembly that conditions the source light incident on a tissue sample so as to generate either H, P + , V, or R light. Each of these four types of light are sequentially delivered to the sample. Light that is transmitted or reflected by the sample is collected by a detector assembly. The detector assembly is a detector behind a second polarization assembly that conditions the light collected so as to detect only H, P + , V, or R light. For each of the four types of light source, the four types of detected light are measured. Hence, a set of 16 measurements is acquired. The polarization assemblies are composed of optical components called a linear polarization filter (LP) and a quarter-wave retarder (QW). The QW is specific for a particular wavelength of light, so these experiments usually use either a laser or filtered light, yielding only a narrow band of wavelengths.
The three types of linearly polarized light, H, P + , V, are obtained by passing unpolarized light through a LP that is oriented at an angle f ¼ 0 -, 45 -or 90 -, respectively, relative to the x-z horizontal plane of the experimental table (using the axes in Figure 1 ). This light is delivered to the sample. The detection of H, P + and V light scattered by the sample is achieved by collecting light through a LP oriented at f ¼ 0 -, 45 -or 90 -, respectively. The right circularly polarized light, R, is obtained by passing unpolarized light through a LP oriented at an angle f ¼ 45 -to yield equal magnitudes of E k and E ' , which constitutes P + light. The light is then passed through a QW whose fast axis is oriented parallel to the table (horizontal) so that E k transmits faster through the plate with less phase delay than E ' , such that after transmission the phase of E ' leads E k , by 90 -, which constitutes R light. This light is delivered to the sample. The detection of R light scattered by the sample is achieved by collecting through a QW retarder plate whose fast axis is oriented perpendicular to the table so as to allow E ' to catch up with E k and match phase, which constitutes P + light, then passing through a LP oriented at f ¼ 45
-to select only P + light.
The result is a set of 16 measurements constituting a Data matrix (Fig. 5 ) which is converted into a Mueller matrix (using Equation 3). The Mueller matrix characterizes how the tissue transforms the polarization of any type of incident light. In other words, any incident light described by a Stoke's vector S in ¼ ½IQUV in is converted by the tissue described by a Mueller matrix into the collected light described by the Stoke's vector S out ¼ ½IQUV out :
Such Mueller matrix experiments can be done with a narrow beam and a single detector, yielding a single Mueller matrix for one spot on a tissue. Alternatively, the experiment can be done with a broad illumination and a CCD camera as the detector, yielding a 2D array of pixels with each pixel being characterized by a 16-element Mueller matrix. A set of 16 images can then be displayed with each based on one of the 16 elements of the Mueller matrix. Combinations of these elements can also be used to generate images.
Simple polarization imaging
A simplified version of the Mueller matrix experiment is to use only the HH and HV elements of the Data matrix. A single H light source is used and two images are acquired, an HH image acquired through an H linear polarization filter and a HV image acquired through a V linear polarization filter. Figure 6 shows the experimental setup for such a simple polarization imaging system.
The HH image accepts light that is still polarized as H light. The glare (specular reflectance) off the tissue surface is also H light, so the illumination light is delivered at an angle and a plate of glass is placed onto the skin, coupled by a drop Figure 6 . Experimental apparatus for simple POL imaging. A white light source passes through a linear polarizer oriented parallel to the source/skin/camera scattering plane (H light). A glass plate is optically coupled to the skin by a drop of water and the surface glare from the oblique illumination does not enter the camera. The light scattered from the superficial subsurface layers of the skin is collected by the camera after passing through a second linear polarizer oriented either parallel (H) or perpendicular (V) to the scattering plane.
of water or other index matching medium, to enforce a flat surface that deflects surface glare away from the camera. The camera views the tissue from above and collects the reflected H photons scattered from the superficial but subsurface tissue layers (here called S photons). The HH image also collects 1=2 of the multiply scattered light that is reflected from the deeper tissue surfaces (here called D photons). Therefore, HH ¼ S þ D=2: The HV image rejects any H photons scattered from the superficial layers and accepts only 1=2 of the multiply scattered photons from the deeper tissues (i.e. 1=2 of the same D photons acquired by the HH image). Therefore, HV ¼ D=2:
The difference image HH ÿ HV equals ðS þ D=2Þ ÿ D=2 ¼ S:
The HH ÿ HV image will cancel out the common multiply scattered light that contaminates both the HH and HV images, yielding only the superficially scattered photons S.
The polarization ratio POL is calculated:
The POL ratio has additional advantages. The illumination light I 0 may not be uniform across the field of view. Also, there may be variable melanin pigmentation on the surface of the skin which acts as an attenuation filter T mel describing the in/out transmission of light across the skin surface. The POL ratio causes these common factors I 0 and T mel to cancel, yielding the ratio S/total where total denotes the total reflected light:
If a laser is used for illumination, there will be speckle due to interference of scattered photons. Such interference presents a random speckled appearance, and is usually strong than the small S signal. Therefore, it is advisable to use an incoherent light source such as a filtered white light source or a light emitting diode.
Although this chapter discusses the use of HH and VV images for POL imaging, similiar imaging can also be accomplished by using RR and RL images based on right and left circularly polarized light (R and L, respectively). There are differences in how circularly polarized light propagates in tissues relative to linearly polarized light. The relative advantages and disadvantages of POL imaging based on HH and HV versus RR and RL are still under study.
In summary, two images, HH and HV, are acquired and used to calculate a new image POL which cancels variation in I 0 and T mel . The POL image equals the superficially scattered light S normalized by the total reflected light S þ D.
Current results
To illustrate simple polarization imaging, images of a freckle and a pigmented nevus were taken (Figure 7) . The HH and HV images are nearly identical. The HV image is compared with the POL image for each case.
The HV image of the freckle clearly shows the melanin pigment of the freckle. The POL image of the freckle has canceled the T mel factor thereby removing the freckle from the image.
The HV image of the nevus shows the strong melanin absorption of the nevus. The POL image shows a bright white nevus where white indicates a high POL value in the range of 0.1-0.3 relative to the 0.5-0.15 value of the surrounding skin tissue. Notice how the region around each hair follicle in the POL image is darker, indicating where the epidermis has folded down into the hair follicle. The backscatter of H photons by this epidermal infolding is less than the backscatter of H photons by the dermis underlying the epidermis. While the HV images suffer from the non-uniform illumination I 0 , the POL images have corrected for variations in I 0 and are uniform in response except where there is insufficient light.
A second example (Figure 8 ) is a burn scar on the forearm of a young man, which was acquired by scalding with hot cooking oil as a youth. The skin site is pressed up against a glass plate with water coupling the skin to the glass. The edge of the water is visible in the images. The HH and HV images are similar, with the HH image showing the extra H photons scattered by the superficial tissue layers as well as the glare off the skin surface where the glass is not coupled to the skin by water. The burn scar presents a white appearance relative to the darker normal skin. In the POL image the burn scar presents a darker appearance relative to the normal skin. The burn scar is not reflecting H photons as efficiently as the normal skin. The POL image shows the variation in scattered H photons within the burn scar, probably indicating the variation in the depth of the original burn, giving rise to a variation in the size of collagen fiber bundles in the wound healing response. The ability of linearly polarized light to penetrate the birefringent collagen fibers of the dermis is limited. Birefringent fibers present a long axis and a short axis, which allow different velocities of light. Hence, the horizontal and vertical components of linearly polarized light become dephased by the differences in velocities. This scrambles the linearly polarized light. We find that the POL images show roughly the upper 300 mm of skin, the upper 500 mm of muscle, and about 1200 mm of liver, and this depth of response is related to the strength of birefringence fibers in these tissues. The depth of POL imaging is not so dependent on the wavelength of light because the attenuation of imaging is dominated by the birefringence of the tissue.
Perspectives
The field of polarized light imaging is currently exploring the relationship between Mueller matrix images and the ultrastructure of a tissue. The relationship is likely to involve significant computational analysis of the 16 matrix elements for each pixel at each wavelength and angle used to acquire images. The goal is to characterize the size distribution and refractive index mismatch distribution of the tissue ultrastructure, in other words the size and density of nuclei, mitochondria, membranes, collagen fibers, and perhaps other structures. This work is still in its early stages of development in several laboratories around the world.
The simplified POL imaging seeks to create an image based on photons scattered from the superficial tissue layers, rejecting multiply scattered photons from deeper tissues. The image contrast is concentrated in the superficial tissue layers of interest. There is minimal computation involved in the POL image, leaving image analysis to the eye of the doctor. For example, the POL image of skin presents the complex fabric of skin structure, largely the structure of the papillary dermis and upper reticular dermis. Any disruption in this structure stands out like a flaw in a fabric easily detected by the eye of an observer. Hence, rapid real-time POL imaging is a practical form of imaging for surveying large tracts of tissue to find pathology. We are using POL imaging to find the margins of skin cancer in the Mohs surgery suite in order to guide surgical excision of the cancer.
Conclusion
Polarized light imaging can be implemented in a complete form using the Mueller matrix formalism to characterize each pixel of an image. Alternatively, the HH and HV elements of the Data matrix can be used to create a POL image that accepts only photons scattered from the superficial tissue layers.
